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package with a special data bank for structure types of inorganic compounds (more than 9000 information units) and the X-ray diffraction images of these structure types. The testing of the structure models and the structure parameter refinement were carried out with original software [10] .
Results and discussion
At the first stage of experiment we have Tables 1, 2, and are shown in Figures 1 -3 . Тhe composition of the Sr1-xCaxLaScO4 phase that was specified while accounting the structure (10 at. % Sr, 4.3 % Ca, 14.3 % La, 14.3 % Sc, 57.1 % O), corresponds to the experimentally specified one within the accuracy of measurement. (Fig. 2) . The degrees of distortion of the MeOn polyhedra were
where Ri is the Ме -О distance, R is the Ме -О average distance, n is the coordination number for Me) [12] 2 Interblock distance (O2 atom located in the neighbour perovskite-like block).
There is no direct connection between perovskite-like block (site 8c). Therefore, their coordination number occurs to be less than 12.
The (Sr,Ca,La) atoms is surrounded by 9
oxygen atoms (4O1 and 4O2 in the same block and 1O2 in the neighbouring block) (Fig. 3) .
The length of this interblock bond is the smallest in (Sr,Ca,La)О9 polyhedra (0.226 nm) ( Table 2 ).
The comparison of the structure data for Sr0.7Ca0.3LaScO4 phase with maximum possible degree of the Sr atoms substitution and the known similar (by the composition) SrLaScO4
single-slab compound [3, 11] 
